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ABSTRACT: 

The key organization techniques in operations management. In order to maximise productivity, 

efficiency, and workflow, layout design is a crucial component of operations management. It entails 

setting up resources, workstations, equipment, and facilities. Process layout, product layout, cellular 

layout, and fixedposition layout are some of the layout techniques that are examined in this research. It 

examines the features, benefits, and factors related to each layout technique. This article looks at the 

primary layout practices in order to shed light on their strategic value and actual use in operations 

management. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A process and product layout combination incorporates the benefits of both kinds of layouts. When an object is 

manufactured in many kinds and sizes, a combination arrangement is available. The equipment is grouped in a 

process arrangement here, but the process grouping is then arranged in a sequence to create a variety of product 

kinds and sizes. It should be noted that the order of operations stays the same regardless of the range of goods and 

the type of layout for producing various sized gears[1], [2].There is a current tendency to include some 

degree of flexibility into production systems in terms of batch size variation and operation sequencing. 

A collection of equipment for executing a series of processes on a family of comparable components or 

products has grown in importance.GT is the investigation and comparison of objects in order to arrange 

them into families with comparable qualities. GT may be utilised to create a combination of pure 

process and pure flows line product arrangement. This approach is highly beneficial for organisations 

who manufacture a variety of components in small quantities and want to take advantage of the flow 

line layout's benefits and economics.The use of group technology consists of two main processes. The 

first is to identify component families called groups. The second stage in implementing group 

technology is to organise the plant's equipment for processing a certain family of components. This is a 

representation of little plants inside larger ones. Job production planning time is reduced thanks to 

group technology. It cuts down on setup time. 

Fixed Position Layout 

This is often referred to as the project kind of layout (Figure. 1). The material, or primary components, 

stay in a permanent position in this configuration, while tools, machines, personnel, and other materials 

are transported to this area. This architecture is appropriate when one or a few copies of identical heavy 

items are to be created and when the assembly comprises of a large number of heavy components with 

significant transportation costs. 
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Figure 1: Represent the Combination layout for making different types and sizes of gears [Blog 

Spot]. 

Group Layout or Cellular Layout 

 

Figure 2: Represent the Fixed position layout [Bartley]. 

As a result, group layout is a hybrid of product and process layout. It brings together the benefits of both 

layout methods. If there are mmachines and ncomponents, they will be split into different groups in a 

group layout GroupTechnology Layoutnumber of machinecomponent cells group such that all 

components allocated to a cell are virtually completely processed inside that cell. The goal here is to 

reduce intercell motions (Figure. 2).The primary goal of a group technology layout is to discover 

families of components that need comparable of completing all of the machine's criteria and arrange 

them into cells. Each cell is capable of meeting all of the criteria of the component family to which it 

has been allocated.While developing layouts, the layout design process focuses on a specific goal. The 

goal of process layout is to reduce the overall cost of material handling. Due of the nature of the plan, 

equipment costs will be kept to a minimum with this sort of arrangement. Material handling costs will 

be kept to an absolute minimum in product layout. Nevertheless, if the equipment is not completely 

used, the cost of the equipment will be higher. 
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Figure 3: Represent the Group layout or Cellular layout [Blog Spot]. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Design of Product Layout 

Equipment or departments are committed to a certain product line in product layout, duplicate 

equipment is used to minimise backtracking, and a straightline flow of material movement is achieved. 

When the batch size of a specific product or component is high in comparison to the number of distinct 

goods or parts produced, using a product layout makes sense.Assembly lines are a kind of product 

arrangement. In general, an assembly line is a chain of progressive assembly connected by a 

materialhandling equipment (Figure. 3). The normal assumption is that pacing is present and that the 

permissible processing time is the same for all workstations. There are significant variances across line 

kinds under this wide term. Material handling devices belt or roller conveyor, overhead crane, line 

configuration Ushape, straight, branching, pacing mechanical, human, product mix one product or 

multiple products, workstation characteristics workers may sit, stand, walk with the line, or ride the line, 

and line length are a few examples few or many workers. Toys, appliances, automobiles, apparel, and a 

broad range of electronic components are among the goods partly or wholly built on lines. In reality, 

assembly lines are used to some extent in almost every product that contains several pieces and is 

massproduced in enormous quantities[3]–[5]. 

In this example, components flow at a rate of one part per minute via a conveyor to three sets of 

workstations. The first process takes 3 minutes per unit, the second takes 1 minute per unit, and the third 

takes 2 minutes per unit. The first workstation has three operators, the second has one, and the third has 

two. An operator takes a component off the conveyor and assembles it at his or her workstation. The 

finished component is returned to the conveyor and sent to the next process. Assemblyline methods 

function effectively when the timeframes necessary to complete individual subassemblies vary little. If 

the duties are more difficult, resulting in a greater assemblytime variance, subsequent operators may be 

unable to keep up the with flow of parts from the prior workstation or may face excessive idle time. A 

series of workstations connected by gravity conveyors that function as buffers between succeeding 

processes is an alternative to a conveyorpaced assembly line. 

Line Balancing 

Assemblyline balance often has layout consequences. This might happen if the size or number of 

workstations were to be physically changed for balancing reasons. The most typical assembly line is a 

moving conveyor that passes a sequence of workstations in a consistent time interval known as the 

workstation cycle time which is also the period between succeeding units leaving the line. Work on a 

product is done at each workstation by either adding components or performing assembly processes. 
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Each station's job is composed of several pieces of work known as tasks, elements, and work units. 

Motiontime analysis is used to characterise such jobs. These are often groups that cannot be divided on 

the assembly line without incurring a penalty in additional movements.The total amount of work to be 

done at a workstation equals the sum of the tasks allocated to that workstation. The linebalancing issue 

is one of distributing all jobs to a series of workstations such that each workstation does not have any 

more than what can be done in the workstation cycle time, and so that unassigned idle time is minimised 

across all workstations. 

Behavioral Factors 

The most contentious component of product design is behavioural reaction. According to studies, rapid 

output and high specialisation reduce work happiness. According to one research, productivity rose on 

unpaced lines. Several businesses are looking at job expansion and rotation to promote work diversity 

and prevent overspecialization. New York Life, for example, has changed the duties of employees who 

handle and analyse claims applications. Rather of using a production line method with several 

employees doing specific duties, New York Life has made each employee completely accountable for a 

whole programme. This method boosted worker accountability and morale. Sony Corporation destroyed 

the conveyor belts on which up to 50 employees built camcorders at its facility in Kohda, Japan.It set up 

booths where employees could construct a whole camera themselves, from soldering to testing. Since 

the strategy frees efficient assemblers to manufacture more items rather than confining them to the pace 

of the conveyor belt, output per worker has increased by 10%. And if anything goes wrong, it just 

affects a tiny portion of the plant. This method also helps the line to better match real demand and 

prevent repeated shutdowns due to inventory building. 

Procedure for Designing Process Layouts 

The optimal relative positions of functional work centres are determined by process layout design. 

Work centres that interact regularly, such as with material or people movement, should be positioned 

near together, and those that interact seldom may be physically separated. The following describes one 

method for creating an effective functional arrangement. 

1. Describe and list each functional work centre. 

2. Get a drawing and description of the proposed facility. 

3. Determine and estimate the volume of material and people movement between work centres. 

4. Get a decent overall layout by using structured analytical methodologies. 

5. Assess and adjust the plan, taking into account factors like machine orientation, storage space 

placement, and equipment access. 

Identifying and describing each work centre is the initial stage in the layout process. The principal role 

of the work centre; drilling, new accounts, or cashier; its key components, including equipment and 

employees; and the area necessary should all be included in the description. Any specific access 

requirements such as access to running water or a lift or limits should also be included in the description 

it must be in a clean area or away from heat.The physical organisation of the work centres, as well as 

the size and form of the facility, are defined concurrently for a new facility (Figure. 4). The planning 

phase includes determining the placement of particular buildings and facilities such as elevators, 

loading docks, and restrooms.Nonetheless, in many circumstances, the facility and its features are 

assumed. In these cases, a sketch of the facility being developed, including form and dimensions, 

permanent structural locations, and activity constraints, such as weight limits on particular areas of a 

floor or foundation, is required. 
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Figure 4 :Represent the Relationship flow diagram [Purnaa]. 

Material flows and transportation costs in manufacturing systems may be adequately approximated 

utilising historical product routings or work sampling methods applied to people or tasks. People flow 

may be difficult to measure accurately, particularly in a service system such as a corporate office or a 

university administrative building, but work sampling can be utilised to acquire reasonable figures.A 

flow matrix, a flowcost matrix, or a proximity chart are often used to depict the quantities and/or costs 

of flows between work centres. 

 Flow matrix 

A flow matrix is a matrix that represents the estimated quantities of flow between each pair of work 

centres. Material flow represented as the number of loads moved or people moving between centres are 

examples of flows. Each work centre corresponds to one row and one column, and the element fij 

represents the quantity of flow from work centre I to work centre j. Since the direction of flow between 

workstation is normally unimportant, just the total quantity is relevant, fij and fji may be merged and the 

fluxes depicted using only the top right half of a matrix[6], [7]. 

Flowcost Matrix 

The number of centres k depends on the distance travelled. While more complex cost functions may be 

supported, we often assume that the per unit cost of material and manpower flows between work centres 

is proportional to the distance between the centres. Hence, for each kind of flow between each pair of 

departments, I and j, we estimate the cost per unit per unit distance. 

Proximity Chart 

Proximity charts relationship charts differ from flow and flowcost matrices in that they express 

qualitatively the necessity for work centres to be near together rather than giving quantitative estimates 

of flow and cost. Since it is impossible to monitor or predict specific volumes or costs of movement 

between work centres, these charts are utilized.This is prevalent when the principal flows include 

humans and have an indirect cost rather than a direct cost, such as when workers at a corporate 

headquarters travel between departments to do their task payroll, printing, information systems.  

Service Layout 

The influence of location on sales and customer happiness is one of the most important aspects 

evaluated by service providers. Consumers frequently assess how near a service location is, especially if 

the procedure includes extensive client touch. As a result, service facility design should provide for easy 

access to these facilities from motorways. Some of the criteria of service facility layout are 

wellorganized packing spaces, conveniently accessible amenities, welldesigned pathways, and parking 

spots.The layout of a service facility will be determined by the degree of client interaction and the 

service required by the customer. Where needed, these service layouts adhere to standard layouts. For 
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example, at a vehicle service facility, the activities for servicing an automobile follow a set sequence of 

operations regardless of the kind of car. The finest example of process layout adaption is hospital 

service. The service sought by a consumer will take an autonomous course in this case. The design of 

the vehicle service and hospital[8], [9]. 

Factory building 

The following are the most significant physical facilities to be organised: 

1. Industrial construction. 

2. Lighting.  

3. Climatic conditions. 

4. Ventilation. 

5. Workrelated welfare facilities. 

III. CONCLUSION 

For the creation of aesthetically beautiful and userfriendly designs in a variety of sectors, efficient 

layout techniques are crucial. Designers may improve the overall calibre of their work by 

comprehending and using important layout components including composition, hierarchy, alignment, 

white space, and typography.Layout composition is organising items in a pleasing and balanced way 

while taking things like visual weight, proximity, and grouping into account. In order to direct users' 

attention and make it easier for them to grasp information, hierarchy develops a clear hierarchy of 

significance. A feeling of order and coherence is created through alignment, which guarantees that 

pieces are correctly positioned and visibly related. 
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